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A s states around the country begin lifting restrictions put
in place to slow the spread of Covid-19, public health

officials are calling for universal masking in crowded spaces,
such as grocery stores, pharmacies, and hospitals. SARS-
CoV-2 spreads person-to-person through close contact and
despite current guidelines from the Centers for Disease Con-
trol recommending face masks, only a third of Americans
wear a mask outside.1 With concerningly low rates of the
public embracing the recommendation to wear a face mask,
patients around the country are showing up at healthcare
facilities without masks and some are refusing to wear one.
This leaves healthcare professionals with the difficult decision
of whether or not to treat patients who do not adhere to
masking guidelines.We provide an ethical analysis of the duty
to treat patients who refuse to wear a mask and argue that there
are justifiable limits on this obligation. We also provide guid-
ance for how clinicians can respond to patients who refuse to
wear a mask, encouraging patient engagement and offering the
alternative of care through telehealth.
There are many reasons people choose not to wear a mask.

Some believe that masks are only needed if you have Covid-
19, and a lack of symptoms precludes one from needing to
wear one. Early messaging from health experts likely contrib-
uted to this misconception as health officials, including the
U.S. Surgeon General, communicated that masks were not
necessary for the general public’s protection.2 Guidance has
since changed, as it is estimated that over 40% of people who
have the virus are pre-symptomatic or asymptomatic spreaders
and are likely unaware of their infectious potential.3, 4

Others refuse to wear a mask for political reasons, seeing it
as a symbolic statement. Republicans are less likely to wear
masks than Democrats, with less than 50% of Republicans
wearing masks compared with over 75% of Democrats. For
some, mask-wearing can be viewed as a sign of weakness and

shame, particularly for men. Sixty-seven percent of women
reported that they wore masks outside compared to just 56%
of men.1 Others may actually choose to not wear a mask as a
form of self-preservation. Some Black people have expressed
fear of being arrested and targeted by police for wearing
masks, leaving them with the difficult choice of deciding
which danger is greater—an increased risk of infected or being
a target for police.5, 6

Despite people’s reasons for not wearing a mask, doing so
significantly reduces the risk of infection and transmission of
SARS-CoV-2. A recent review found that the chance of infec-
tion when wearing a mask was 3% compared to 17% without a
mask, a reduction of 85%.7 Patients who refuse to wear a mask
pose a significant threat to health care professionals and other
patients in hospitals and clinics.8, 9 Many of these individuals
are immunocompromised and have comorbidities that increase
the risk of serious complications from the virus.
A recent study found that states that mandated use of masks

in public had a significantly greater decline in Covid-19
growth rates after issuing the mandates compared to states that
did not issue any mandates.10 Given the vulnerability of
patients and employees in healthcare environments, it is pru-
dent to require universal masking in all healthcare settings.
Requiring patients to wear a mask could be viewed as an
infringement on personal liberty. There are, however, limits
to personal liberty. The nineteenth-century British philoso-
pher, John Stuart Mill, argued that individuals are free to act
as they wish as long as their behavior does not come at the
expense of harm to others.11 Patients not wearing masks in
healthcare facilities clearly violate Mill’s Harm Principle, as
they pose a significant risk to healthcare workers and patients,
thus warranting a restriction of their personal liberty.7, 12

Some may argue that healthcare professionals have a moral
obligation to treat all patients and that the provision of care
should not depend on what a patient wears. However, the duty
to care has limits. When patients’ behavior poses a risk to
healthcare workers and other patients, clinicians are justified
in restricting the provision of care. When a patient is disrup-
tive, abusive, or persistently non-adherent, healthcare profes-
sionals are ethically justified in terminating the patient-
physician relationship.13, 14 Similarly, as long as a patient is
not in need of acute care, healthcare professionals are ethically
justified in refusing to provide in-person care to patients who
refuse to wear a face covering.
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So how should healthcare professionals respond when pa-
tients refuse to wear a face mask? First, we recommend
engaging patients to understand their perspective and why
they are reluctant to wear a mask. Second, there is an oppor-
tunity to educate patients and reinforce the reasons for wearing
a mask. These reasons include safeguarding their own health,
the safety of healthcare workers, and the safety of other
patients. Invoking a civic obligation and the common good
as part of the responsibility we all share in preventing the
spread of SARS-CoV-2 may resonate with patients. In many
cases, this simple conversation may diffuse the situation,
leading to adherence with masking guidelines.
Some patients may express a medical reason for refusing to

wear a mask. Patients with a mental health illness, those with
claustrophobia, or autism may find wearing a mask
distressing. Inpatients with altered mental status may also find
it challenging to wear a mask. Healthcare professionals can
seek to accommodate patients who need in-person care and
have a legitimate medical reason for not wearing a mask by
offering a face shield. This mechanism of reducing viral
transmission may offer protection while providing a more
acceptable alternative to patients.
Some patients may not have a legitimate medical reason for

refusing to wear a mask and concern for their own well-being
or the safety of others may not be sufficient to persuade them
to wear a mask. Under such circumstances, patients who do
not have an acute medical need should be offered virtual
medical care or the option of rescheduling their appointment.
Healthcare professionals have quickly transitioned to
telehealth and it is clear that many clinical concerns can be
addressed through this mode of healthcare delivery.
State policy on universal masking continues to evolve and

some have policies requiring mask-wearing in healthcare facil-
ities.15 Texas issued a state-wide requirement that masks must
be worn by patients and physicians. Massachusetts requires
mask-wearing in public places where social distancing is not
possible. Ambiguity around what situations require social dis-
tancing could result in patients arriving at healthcare facilities
without a mask. States and healthcare facilities should provide
clear policies on masking requirements in healthcare settings.
It is likely that healthcare professionals and facilities

throughout the country will face the challenge of how to
respond to patients who refuse to wear a mask. While it is
the responsibility of healthcare professionals to treat their
patients, exploring patients’ reasons for refusing to wear a
mask, educating patients on the role that masks play in con-
trolling the spread of SARS-CoV-2, and offering the alterna-
tive of virtual care are ways to safeguard the health of patients
and healthcare workers. States should develop policies for
universal masking in all health facilities. Healthcare profes-
sionals can use their platform to educate patients and the
public about the importance of mask-wearing, especially in a
healthcare setting, and emphasize that masks can be an ex-
pression of civic obligation and a badge of pride, worn to
protect oneself and those around you.
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